
ANOMALIES

POWER TRANSFORMATION PRE-TEST DATA

TOKENIZE UNSTRUCTURED TEXT

1. Start with the business problem
2. Define the perimeter of problem

3. Turn awareness into narratives
4. Present more than one side
5. Translate into business speak
6. Share only material stuff

NORMALIZE NUMERICAL DATA

NOT PREDICTIVE

FLIP A COIN

ANOMALIES

FLIP A COIN

DISCARDED

PREDICTIVE

CONFUSION MATRIX

MISSED OPPORTUNITIES

COMING RISKS

Unique Identifier Outcome

0 3 1etc...

Binary is ideal

Relationship between certain
features become new features

Feature crossing
Normalize (ratios)
Combine features
Scale features (logarithms)
Contrast features

Engineer Features

Changes over time features Changes over depth features

Tier models

Start with
large amounts

of historical data

Do all the hard work
getting the features right

Hedgehogs use a
single model

Foxes use many
models

Everything relates to
a central system

Common language for
decision making models

Pursue many ends, even
unrelated or contradictory

Very cost effective to raise
model accuracy through

feature engineering

Use best-in-class technology
to generate feature sets

Clean data is not
as important as

comprehensive data

Give leader any signals above threshold
Do not give leaders answers - they decide
Don’t stop tracking the problem after one run

Select the dataset within the perimeter
Run “many” models to build a consensus view

Database(s) used
to build features

Example models

Models are
abstractions and
simplifications

Expensive to run and
hard to tune models

CPU/GPU intensive

Can a machine think?

Minimize error
Maximize cost function

Humans are 96% chimp DNA
4% has lead to massive discoveries

Can a machine do the same thing to humans?
Does AI solve feed insecurity by getting rid of humans?

Testable theories

Remove all garbage data
Poor fit, cannot be banded

Banding and grouping

No synthetic data
No blinded data

Discriminatory features
and personal identifiers
should be added to models

Can test discriminatory features
Models must know unequal features

No linear regression testing - to coarse 

Curve fitting can be used to 
reduce number of features

Exponential y=a*exp(b*x)
Modified Exponential y = a*exp(b/x)
Logarithm y = a+b*ln(x)
Reciprocal Logarithm y = 1/(a+b*ln(x))
Vapor Pressure Model y = exp(a+b/x+c*ln(x))

Goodness of Fit

Exponential

Power Fit y = a*x^b
Modified Power y = a*b^x
Shifted Power y = a*(x-b)^c
Geometric y = a*x^(b*x)
Modified Geometric y = a*x^(b/x)
Root Fit y = a^(1/x)
Hoerl Model y = a*(b^x)*(x^c)
Modified Hoerl Model y = a*b^(1/x)*(x^c)

Power

Reciprocal Model y = 1 / (a + bx)
Reciprocal Quadratic y = 1 / (a + bx + cx^2)
Bleasdale Model y = (a + bx) ^ (-1/c)
Harris Model y = 1 / (a + bx^c)

Yield Density

Gompertz Model y = a * exp (-exp(b - cx))
Logistic Model y = a / (1 + exp (b - cx))
Richards Model y = a / (1 + exp(b - cx))^(1/d)
MMF Model y = (ab + cx^d)/(b + x^d)
Weibull Model y = a - b*exp(-cx^d)

Sigmoidal
Sinusoidal Fit y = a + b*cos(c*x + d)
Gaussian Model y = a*exp((-(x - b)^2)/(2*c^2))
Hyperbolic Fit y = a + b/x
Heat-Capacity Model y = a + bx + c/x^2
Rational Function y = (a + bx) / (1 + cx + dx^2)

Miscellaneous

Least squared fit on nonlinear regression tests

Least squared fit on polynomial regression tests

Quadratic
Cubic
Quartic
Quintic
Sextic
Septic

Good F1 Scores

False Positives
False Negatives

Neuro-linguistics: Humans create internal representations

Part of the mind is outside the laws of
nature and exempt from physical laws

Diagnosis says no cancer
Patient actually has cancer

Would rather have
false positives, so raise

threshold on model

Fits the pattern

F1 score greater than 0.9 is very good
Between 0.8 and 0.9 is good
Between  0.5 and 0.8 is OK

How big should the dataset be to run ML?
Columns?

Banded features - is binary better?
Relational features?
Changes over time?

What percent for training versus testing?

add

Rows

Incorrect readings by the model are ignored by AI

MD Anderson kicked out IBM Watson
IBM sold IBM Watson Healthcare

Patterns?

Patterns?

Does AI have a sense of time?
Does AI have a sense of future?

Cancer diagnosis...
Knock on effects?
Caregiver effects?
Butterfly effects?

Are there detectable patterns in data
where the model was actually wrong?

Reducing to 
component
parts is critical

Is variability
junk data,
noise in data,
model error?

Up to 1 in 5 rows are wrong

10,000 rows
50,000 rows

1,000,000 rows

40 columns, 100 columns, 250 columns

Flip a coin is
considered OK

Diagnosis says cancer
Patient does not have cancer

This drive behavior and biases

Two trains are passing each other

Alice is stationary and
thinks Bob is moving

Bob is stationary and
thinks Alice is moving

High level representations

Both Alice and Bob are right

Intellectual humility
Growth mindset
Intellectual curiosity
Active open-mindedness
Drive to improve cognition
Desire to proactively improve

Disease

SARS 1
MERS
Ebola
Zika
Avian Flu

Fat tail event, but
not black swan

Epidemic

Pandemic

Lock down

Relief money

Hospitals busy

Mental health issues

New mutations

Vaccine

Boosters

Is it possible to replicate
this methodology only
using a computer model?

Well covered!

Enrico Fermi
Break down decisions
into their smallest parts

Did AI predict
inflation?AI does not have

long-term goals or a
sense of future tense

Supply chain
issues?

Superforecasting imagines and
simulates different futures
based on today’s decisions

Did AI predict
decrease in doctor
appointments?

cancer
screenings?

Did AI predict
hesitancy?

Observe is human
Orient is machine learning
Decide is human
Act is AI (e.g. robot) or human

AI is not going to get rid of conflict

AI increases
kurtosis

AI does not have long-term goals

Leader

Intelligent agents
No a winner take all

Operates autonomously
Perceives environment
Persists over long periods of time
Adapt to changes
Pursue goals

Complex
Nonlinear
Aperiodic

To understand a complex 
system, break it down into 
it’s component parts

Neuro-semantics: A frame of reference

They perceive each other differently

Relativistic Phenomena

Confirmation Theory

Data Engineering

Data Science

Locked in and very
hard to change mind

Current business analytics are
uncertain about true objectives

Machine puts
together a

briefing book

Leaders need to see
non-obvious relationships
between signals

This is similar to
signals intelligence

in military

Noise
Good vs. bad visualizations

No visualization = no measurement
Data can be hacked to please mgmt.

Low level representations

Adapt to new circumstances, 
detect and extrapolate patterns.

Cognitive frame of reference of the observer is key

Machine learning must produce
a continuum of outputs

Knowledge Engineering

Statistics and Psychology

Reductionism

Intelligent augmentation
Augmenting human abilities

Human support, not replacement

Business leaders care about this
non-performing, non-fitting data

John Boyd
OODA Strategy

Helps reduce
herd mentalityDecisions are mode under uncertainty

Probabilistic descriptions are not enough
Actions of one “player” can impact another

A rational agent should embrace randomization

Satisficing: making decisions
that are good enough

The most interesting stuff cannot
be regulated in a simple way

Executives will need to learn how
to ready probability reports

Time is of the essence
Must make decisions quickly

Even if every job on the cargo ship is done by robots,
the captain can still steer it in the wrong direction

Turning a ship [company]
is a very slow process

A slight change in
navigation can 
have huge impacts

This isn’t just about avoiding risks
Competition is a race to the finish line

OBSERVE

ACT

ORIENT

DECIDE

Decision Theory

SITUATIONAL
AWARENESS

Autonomous
Analyst

Octic
Nonic

Adjusted R2

Example: f(x) = ax7 + bx6 + cx5 + dx4 + ex3 + fx2 + gx + h

if needed

Knowledge representation

AWS Latent Dirichlet Allocation
AWS Neural Topic Model (NTM)
AWS JumpStart

usable skewness
and kurtosis?

discard bad
features before they

reach the models

Data science is about understanding data

Document understanding

0 3 1etc...

1 1 0etc...

0 2 1etc...

1 3 0etc...

1 1 0etc...

If categorical,
no more than 3 options

Supervised learning

Pay as you go

Very small transaction fees
once models are built

Commercial ML companies are always
tuning and improving models

Already outsource infrastructure
and many other services to cloud

api and web
services

Start with
no data

Build dataset in
real-time

Previous
generation
decision making

Before artificial intelligence After artificial intelligence

Tuning models can have downstream impacts
It’s better to go back to features and tune there

Best possible action in a situation

Communicate successfully in a human language Manipulate objects and move aboutRecognition to perceive the world

Answer questions and 
draw new conclusions Augmenting human tasks still requires

optimized decision making about how
to use augmentation technologies

AI is fidelity to human performance (not decisions)
Intelligent behavior — performing the right action

A driverless car (AI agent) can go somewhere,
but it can’t decide where to go

Tesla

Human
honking
at Tesla

Cars cut in during traffic
Will always make the safest
and most conservative decision

Leaves space between cars

AI will never recommend an outlier
Company hires at the mean
What happens to risk-taking?

HR will not have enough staff to bypass the system
And has no incentive to push back against the system

Continuously try random things
Keep doing what works well
When DNA replicates, mistakes are made
Hive learning - send signals to others
No short-term adaptations

The system made us do it!

Probabilistic systems

Evolutionary Learning [Genes]

Habituation - learning to trust
Learning by association
Trial and error learning

Life Learning [Experience]

No direct experience
Imagine experiences and learn
Share stories, learn from each other
Accumulate language

Abstract Learning [Mind]

A set of knobs that dim signals and add bias
Deep learning = more knobs and more abstract problems
Turn each knob individually to measure each knobs impact
Once optimized, set all knobs to optimal settings
GPUs can tune many knobs in parallel

Is this discrete or continuous learning?

Can artificial general
intelligence replicate
any of these human
experiences?

Why isn’t (narrow) AI
already predicting
world events?

Is it because humans
are unpredictable

Online casinos

Recommender systems guess about the future
But what if human tastes keeps changing

Will A.I. get us addicted to gambling?
Exploit a human frailty? On purpose?
Then see addiction as a new model

Humans make observational mistakes

The machine’s “initial” conditions may be
subject to the mind of the designer

Rationality maximizes expected performance

A rational agent should 
select an action that is 
expected to maximize 
its performance measure

Humans choose sequences of actions that
are desirable from their point of view

Awareness and understanding
are two different things

Roger Primrose

“Understanding is 
outside a computer. 
It doesn't understand.”

Thoughts
Behaviors
Emotions and moods
Physiological responses
Environment

Can a machine experience consciousness?

And does our desire change over time?

An agent may do the right thing, 
but it doesn’t know why

ROC Curve
Random classifier

What is the performance measure?
What is the agent’s prior knowledge?
What are the actions an agent can perform?
What are the agent’s sequence of actions to date?

9/11 terrorist attack
2008 financial crisis
COVID pandemic
Climate change

New models?
Run same model?

Is this really
one model
and done?

[Deep] Neural Network

Give loans only to the safest
Set bail based on close to mean

Doctor was beaten and dragged off plane
for refusing to give up seat on oversold flight

Society is already moving toward left brain thinking
I only view content that reinforces my beliefs and biases
A computer decides what I see and don’t see

Will our left brain atrophy even more?
And will that have an effect on our right brain?

Will humans explode with creativity?

DALL-E is already painting original works
GPT-3 is helping write books and articles

Value Alignment

Can a machine misbehave?
Can a machine be hacked?
Is it ready for anomalies?

And machine learning is used to find
the best route to get you there

RUN

ONE

RUN

TWO

discard bad
features before they

reach the models

curve fitting strong enough
to drive decision making

input
value

rows of neurons and hidden layers can be added
until we get almost a perfect fit between input and output

a better question may be how many hidden layers
and neurons are needed to maximize fit

is this the goal?
reduce error as much as possible?

confidence in decision making
is based on noise in the data

backpropogate until it reduces error

output
value

some curves are used to “haircut” the 
predictive power of the winning curves

Stock price prediction
Predicting housing prices
Predicting customer lifetime value
Credit risk score prediction
Customer churn prediction
Sales revenue prediction
Predicting clinical outcomes
Credit score modeling
Disease prediction
Predicting ride hailing fares
Predicting flight time for airline
Customer segmentation

Tools to learn from data

some
examples

A wolf is threatening people
Shepherd cries wolf
Shepherd is a hero

Multiclass - three or more classes
Binary - two classes

no winner take
all model

build a consensus of
machine models

Decision and leaf nodes
Smaller and smaller subsets

Mathematics
Engineering

Statistics
Control Theory
Economics

Enhances business leadership
Provides more clear thinking
Identifies tipping points
Identifies paths and dependencies

Linguistics
Biology

Economics
Sociology

Political science
Law

Understand patterns
Predict points
Produce bounds (range)
Retrodiction - back test model

Modern, complex world requires models

Lingua Franca

Psychology

Experimental Techniques

DECISION SUPPORT

MACHINE LEARNING

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE MODELS

Example models...

Human/Process Automation

Root node

Result

Voting and Averaging

Result Result
Slack

Use of weights
and biases

Backpropogate
until weights and
biases are tuned

Decision nodes

Leaf nodes

Decision Tree

Software Development

Random data points
Different decision trees

Random Forest
Optimal hyperplane

Nearest each data point

Make forecasts by estimating the
 relationship between values

Support Vector Machines

Rationality

Cognitive Frame of Reference

Multiple hidden layers
Only one predictive output

Neural Network

True Positives (TP)

TRAINING SET

True Positives (TP)
= Precision

= Accuracy

True Positives (TP) + False Positives (FP) 
No wolf is threatening people
Shepherd cries wolf
Villagers are angry at shepherd

False Positives (FP)

A wolf is threatening people
Shepherd says no wolf
Wolf ate all the sheep

False Negatives (FN)

No wolf is threatening people
Shepherd says no wolf
Everyone is fine

How many positives did we get 
back out of all positive calls

True Negative (TN)

Predict the probability
of an outcome

Logistic Regression

Focuses on distribution of the
predicted value rather than mean

Fast Forest Quantile

Predicts numeric values,
especially counts

Poisson

Form of a prior probability 
distribution to make prediction

These are used to detect anomalies

Bayesian Linear

Adaptive weights can 
approximate non-linear fits

Neural Network

SUPERFORECASTING

World is many-sided
Rapidly changing
Unpredictable

OODA

REGRESSION

CLASSIFICATION

consists of an ensemble of 
decision trees

Decision Forest

etc...Learns by fitting the residual of the 
trees that preceded it

Boosted Decision Tree

Apply different metrics to identify
potential anomalies

One Class SVM
Calculates distance from what
constitutes a normal class

PCA-Based Anomaly

Image Classification
Object Detection
Video Classification
Autonomous Vehicles
Facial Recognition
Healthcare
NavigationArtificial Intelligence

Machine
Learning

Narrow AI

Routine work
Repetitive
Task-oriented

Assist or take over tasks

Thinking

Behavior

Computer Vision
Recommendation
Language Translation
Automated Reasoning

Voice assistance
Chatbots +  bringing back the dead
Predictive Text

Natural Language Processing
Agility robots
Path Planning
Intelligent Control
Assisted Surgeries
Smart Home Devices
Legged Locomotion
Autonomous Weapons

Robotics
Advancing treatments

Taste
Smell
Touch

Therapy
Surgery
Drug Discovery
Virtual Nurses
Precision Medicine
Predicting Disease
Elder Care

Health
Novel combinations of existing ideas

Digital artworks
Animation
Engineering designs
Video enhancements
Music compositions
Game Playing
Journalism

Creativity

Bucketing features

FEATURE ENGINEERING - CURVE FITTING

FEATURE ENGINEERING - BANDED AND GROUPED

MACHINE LEARNING

Exponential Association (2) y = a*(1-exp(-bx))
Exponential Association (3) y = a*(b-exp(-cx))
Saturation Growth y = ax / (b + x)

Growth

Deductive Reasoning

Inductive Reasoning

Given the rule and the cause,
we can deduce the effect 

Given a cause and an effect,
we can induce a rule

Rule

EffectCause

Rule

EffectCause

Data
Output

Program
Computer

Data
Program

Output
Computer

MACHINE MODELS

COMMERCIAL
SOLUTION

TEXT
MINING
MODELS

But what is the right action?

THIS IS HUMAN AUGMENTATION

THIS IS FEATURE ENGINEERING THIS IS MANAGEMENT SCIENCE THIS IS DECISION MAKING

ALICE

BOB

Requires introspection
before decisions are made

Form a consensus
between diverse

models

The sequence of decisions matter
(Markov decision process)

Machines will outthink us

Exhibits a large skewness or kurtosis
Fat Tails

We are going to lose human agency
Regression to the Mean

When we fatten the tails, we 
have higher peaks, smaller 
shoulders, and higher 
incidence of very large 
deviations.

- Nassim Taleb

“Surprises” are hiding in data rarely reviewed
Keeping eye on all the data is overwhelming
Small shifts in data are undetectable by humansNoise in the system

is excellent for
decision making

At a minimum, it helps
with what not to do Weak perfection is

more than good enough

Should we turn navigation over to AI?
Does it have a sense of a future state?
Does AI calculate cost of being wrong?

Even in a many
model scenario

AI would not hesitate to
drop a nuclear bomb

This is not one and done
The models run daily and
report any material changes

After getting situational intelligence,
may want to run some one-off analysis

Answers a specific question
Hypothesis, experiment and analyze
Work one-on-one with business leaders

Builds a system to answer many questions
Builds the infrastructure for analysis
Uses repeatable processes that run in background

not

Precision * Recall
Precision + Recall

2 * = F1 Score
True Positives (TP) + True Negative (TN)

True Positives (TP) + True Negative (TN) + False Positives (FP) + False Negatives (FN)   

True Negative (TN)
= Negative Predictive Value

True Negative (TN) + False Negatives (FN) 

True Positives (TP)

= Recall

= Sensitivity
Sensitivity

True Positives (TP) + False Negatives (FN)

What are the consequences of an agent’s behavior

Machines do not have desires 
and preferences of their own

False Positives (FP)

= Selectivity

Selectivity

False Positives (FP) + True Negative (TN)

P
R

E
D

IC
T

E
D

ACTUAL

There is no such thing as an executive who bats 1000
Memory is the weakest part of the human brain
Brain tries to forget as much as possible
Only relevant objects are committed to memory
Brain discards anomalies - feels not useful

TRAINING SET

AI Consequentialism

Did AI predict
WFH and retirements?

Better

Worse
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